Volunteer Instructions:

VOLUNTEER INTRUCTIONS
Prior to Beginning:

Review the questions for the game. You will be asking different financial questions. The
students will try to answer the top answers on the board to the questions asked. A
student helper will be assigned to assist you with turning over the correct answers on the
board and to keep score. The JA staff will train you and the student helpers prior to the
start of the day.
When the students arrive: Place the students in six teams (depending on the size of the
group). There should not be more than six students per team.
Introduce yourself and share your background information that relates to careers
and/or education.
Opening Comments:
Ask the students, “How many of you have watched Family Feud?” Tell them that
Financial Feud will be played very similarly however, the questions are financial questions
and ones that may relate especially to their age group. They will work together as a team
to guess the top answers on the board.
They will keep their score on the Team Scorecard for each round. They will receive 1
point for each correct answer that is on the board. The team with the highest score at
the end of the day will receive a prize award during the Finale.
Game Instructions:
Each team should appoint one person to go first and stand by their team’s “egg” color
buzzer. Hands by their side. The volunteer will read a question. The first team to touch
their egg buzzer first will have the opportunity to answer the question.
○ If their answer is on the board, their team will continue to guess until their
answer is not on the board.
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○ If their answer is NOT on the board, press the larger yellow buzzer indicating
an incorrect “X” answer. Then, the remaining teams will stand behind their buzzer.
The volunteer will ask the question again and the team to buzz in first will have the
opportunity to guess the remaining answers on the board.
The answering team will receive one point for each correct answer. Use the white easel
to keep score for each team. The game ends when all of the answers have been revealed
OR each team has had ONE opportunity to guess. Reveal any answers left on the board.
Feel free to discuss the question and then move on to another question.

Scoring for Financial Feud:
Each team will receive 1 point for each correct answer on the board. They will continue
to guess until their answer is not on the board. At that time, the volunteer will press the
large yellow buzzer to indicate that answer is incorrect or not on the board. The
remaining Teams will now face off at the “egg” timer. You repeat the question and the
remaining teams will have the opportunity to guess. The team that presses their egg
timer first will continue playing the game. Again, play continues until the yellow
incorrect buzzer sounds for all teams or all answers have been revealed on the board.
Use the white easel to keep score for each round. Teams should record their team points
on their Team Scorecard after each round.
Collect the scorecards when the session is over.
Beginning Play:
Ask the group, “Does anyone have a question?” Each team should have one person
ready and standing by their egg color buzzer. Hands by their sides. OK, let’s begin Round
1 of Financial Feud. Read a question.
Summary and Wrap-up:
Feel free to talk and expand on the questions and statements you are asking. There is
time built into the game to have conversations about the different topics.
At the end of the session, the teams should total their points and hand in their score
sheet.
A staff member will collect the highest score card for Financial Feud at the end of the day. A
prize will be awarded to the team with the highest combined score for the day.

